CSC - Campus Sustainability Council
Agenda
Core Council
PLACE

Muwekma Ohlone Baytree Conference Room
DATE AND TIME

Tuesday, 1-25-11 @ 8:00am-10:00am
ATTENDEES
Invited Attendees: Sophie Barrett, Danielle Boles, Megan Kirkaldie, Alex Martinez, Tutti Preston,

Stephanie Ramos, Joyce Rice, Max Rosa, Trevor Storey
Guests: Natan Tietz, Tyler Pitts, Krystle Crane, Charlotte Nelson
DESIRED OUTCOMES

Schedule presentation time slots, grant interview questions
AGENDA ITEMS

Item

Presenter

Alloted Time

Description

Check In

CSC

15 min

- What animal best describes your personality, and why?

SUA/SCOC

Natan Tietz

30 min

Historical
Allocations

Alex, Tutti

10 min

- SCOC
- how are people assigned to different committees? how do
you know that these committees are in need of members? How
do you maintain contact with the different groups?
- SUA
- how can SUA and CSC better communicate? (CSC after
all, is underneath the umbrella of student government) is it the
responsibility of SUA or CSC and the sustainability orgs to
organize the different funding bodies on campus?
Historical grant discussion and how has blueprint played a
role?
Look at historical allocations

Blueprint
discussion

Tyler

45 min

-How the blueprint could be improved? How we use it in our
funding rounds (outreach decisions), how could the structure
be improved), how do we make it more transparent in our
decisions,
-how do we make a point system out of it, make it a blog, have
someone input the comments once a month into the blueprint,
use other media to advertise
-what does Tyler see the future of the blueprint being, add a
list of funding sources.

CSC - Campus Sustainability Council
Agenda

SUA and SCOC

Max P.

15 min

-Natan and further outreach opportunities with SUA—
Blueprint breakout as change for SUA to visit us.

NEXT STEPS

Sophie

5 min

- scheduling (look at everyone’s schedule and finalize
presentation/interview times for 2/14-2/28)
- Max and Danielle meet to organize CSC files
- STEERING TIME?
- reps for CSC powerpoint to present to CSS
- grant interview questions

